Bladder cancer is the eleventh most commonly diagnosed cancer worldwide and the fourth most common cancer in men in the United States (1,2). In 2017, an estimated 17,000 deaths occurred from bladder cancer (2). 20% to 30% of patients diagnosed with non-muscle invasive bladder cancer progress to muscle invasive bladder cancer (MIBC), and 25% of MIBC are de novo presentations (3). Radical cystectomy is still considered the mainstay of treatment for localized, non-metastatic MIBC. However, the oncological outcomes are not perfect with observed 5-year overall survival rates of 50% in all centers undergoing radical cystectomy (4). Moreover, this procedure is a major operation associated with an increased risk of morbidity and impaired quality of life (5), for which many elderly or infirmed patients are considered unfit. Other treatment modalities that include combinations of chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy have been studied as alternatives to radical cystectomy (6). Bladder preservation methods promise a better quality of life without compromising the oncological outcome, but additional studies are required to substantiate this claim and to determine the optimal alternative. Furthermore, as most bladder-sparing regimens come with less toxicity than cystectomy, they may serve as appropriate alternatives for patients medically unfit for cystectomy.

In their article entitled “Effectiveness of transurethral resection plus systemic chemotherapy as a definitive treatment for muscle-invasive bladder cancer in population level data”, published in the *Journal of Urology* [2018], Audentet and colleagues studied the effectiveness of TURBT and chemotherapy alone in the management of MIBC (7). This was the first large-scale observational study to examine TUR plus chemotherapy as a definitive treatment of MIBC. A cohort of 1,538 patients (cT2-4N0M0), treated at several US medical centers, was identified using the National Cancer Database (NCDB). As an exploratory comparison, a localized (cT2-4N0M0) MIBC cystectomy cohort from the same time period [2004–2015] was selected from the same database (7). Patients in the cystectomy group may or may not have received perioperative chemotherapy. The TUR plus chemotherapy group included mainly elderly, uninsured, African American and surgically unfit patients (7).

The authors reported a higher postoperative mortality rate at 30 and 60 days in the cystectomy group compared to the TUR plus chemotherapy group (2.6% vs. 0.2% and 6.5% vs. 3.8%, respectively) (7). These observations are not surprising given that radical cystectomy, a complex surgical procedure, is known to come with a not insignificant postoperative mortality rate (8). On the other hand, the overall survival was significantly lower in the TUR plus chemotherapy group (32.9%) with a median survival of 23.9 months compared to 48.1 months in the RC group. Ultimately, the authors concluded that TUR plus chemotherapy provides an achievable long-term overall survival benefit, and indirectly supports the notion that some MIBC patients experiencing a complete clinical response to neoadjuvant may one day avoid radical
cystectomy (7).

The authors should be congratulated for this important work and for addressing a question that has previously only been studied in small patient cohorts and/or single institution series. Their study is the largest reported to date and provides a real-world glance at the possibility of bladder preserving strategies that take advantage of complete responses post-neoadjuvant or induction chemotherapy. The data presented support the proof of principle that select patients treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy and TUR alone can achieve long-term survival. A provocative interpretation of the results suggests radical cystectomy may be avoided in 1/3 of patients, but the authors acknowledge the need for new trial initiatives to definitively prove this supposition.

Although this was the first large-scale observational study examining the role of TUR plus chemotherapy alone as treatment for MIBC, several smaller, single institution studies have been reported. In Miyata et al., the 5-year overall survival in the bladder preservation cohort of TUR plus systemic chemotherapy was higher (42%) than in this series, perhaps arising from a difference in patient profile (9). Another cohort of 127 patients treated with intra-arterial Cisplatin regimens and TUR only achieved a 71.7% complete response rate with a 5-year overall survival of 50.2% (10), pointing to the importance of understanding the mode and type of chemotherapy administered. Sternberg et al. studied the difference between TURBT, radical cystectomy, or partial cystectomy in patients who had neoadjuvant chemotherapy. They reported an overall survival of 60% in the 52 patients who had neoadjuvant chemotherapy + TUR (median follow-up 56 months) (11). Clearly, tumor pathological downstaging with neoadjuvant chemotherapy can have a major effect on survival outcomes. Numerous series have corroborated a pT0 rate of 25–30% with neoadjuvant chemotherapy (12-14). These studies indirectly suggest that radical cystectomy may potentially be overtreatment in patients with a pT0 response.

Our group recently studied an alternative method of bladder preservation with TUR plus combination chemoradiotherapy (TMT, trimodal therapy) (6). In this study, we demonstrated that, in carefully selected patients, both disease-specific and overall survival outcomes for TMT and radical cystectomy are comparable (6). Others, however, have used population-based datasets for similar comparison and found improved survival outcomes with radical cystectomy. For example, Zhong et al. utilized the National Cancer Database to analyze the outcomes of bladder preservation with chemoradiation versus radical cystectomy. The overall survival in the TMT group was 2.6 years compared to 3.6 years in the RC cohort (15). In their series, bladder preservation patients were older and more comorbid. Seisen et al., found identical results using the same database (16). Similarly, two independent studies by Bekelman et al. and Williams et al. showed a decrease in survival with TMT compared to radical cystectomy using data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results-Medicare linked database (17,18). A plausible explanation for the discrepant results between our institutional study and those arising from population-based datasets is simply patient selection and confounding by indication. Specifically, the reasons for bladder preservation in population-based datasets are not available and may reflect higher age and a worse comorbidity profile.

Likewise, patient selection probably played a similar role in the study of Audenet et al. as there was no explicit criteria available stating why certain patients had TUR plus chemotherapy versus the gold standard radical cystectomy. The TUR plus chemotherapy group included mainly elderly, poor, uninsured, and surgically ineligible patients with high Charlson comorbidity scores (7). The risk profile of these patients suggests that TUR plus chemotherapy was given as a “treatment of last resort”. If the intention was to cure rather than to palliate without cystectomy, one has to wonder why concomitant radiation was not delivered? Further supporting this notion is the lack of radical or repeat TUR to clear residual cancer in the TUR plus chemotherapy group. The Massachusetts General Hospital group has established that complete resection with repeat TUR improves complete response and TMT success rates (19). In Audenet’s study, the number of TUR procedures was not provided nor were details given regarding the chemotherapy regimens utilized (7). These limitations, plus the inherent biases associated with retrospective studies including patient selection, make the results of the study difficult to interpret and likely explain the low overall survival rates reported for these patients. The lack of disease-specific survival in the NCDB further compounds these short-comings as competing risks could not be assessed. Many of the issues discussed above were also addressed in the 3 short editorial comments that accompanied the original manuscript.

Despite these limitations, the real-world data described in this study highlight the importance of evaluating bladder preservation strategies in patients with MIBC. This study provides outcomes data for an alternative treatment
in MIBC, which is value added. Finally, these data can also serve as a backbone for patient counseling prior to treatment.

With an overall survival of 32.9%, this observational research paper showed that long-term survival can be achieved in MIBC patients treated with chemotherapy and TUR only. Although the success rate was quite low for localized, non-metastatic disease, this study supports further research assessing bladder preservation strategies, particularly those that build off of complete response rates with neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Further research is needed to identify the ideal treatment regimen and to identify predictive biomarkers of complete response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy and subsequent bladder preservation.
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